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TEACHER PREPARATION

The TABBED DIVIDER FRONTS list all the teacher preparation necessary to accomplish the learning objectives within each chapter. Please use these lists for an overview of what is to be taught within each chapter--usually consisting of ten lessons.

IMPORTANT INFORMATION ON TABBED DIVIDER BACKS

| Six Objects of Primary Education by Thomas Jefferson | Chapter I |
| The Most Asked In-service Questions | Chapter II |
| Concepts and Teaching Activities for First Half Year | Chapter III |
| Common Spelling Patterns of 42 Elementary English Speech Sounds | Chapter IV |
| Mnemonic Marking System for Spelling | Chapter V - Lessons 20-30 |
| Spelling Dictation Overview | Chapter V - Lessons 31-40 |
| Literature Selection for Primary Students | Chapter V - Lessons 41-50 |
| Practice Reminder List | Chapter V - Lessons 51-60 |
| Grammar Map | Chapter V - Lessons 61-70 |
| Principal Parts of Regular and Irregular Verbs | Chapter V - Lessons 71-80 |
| Concepts and Teaching Activities for Second Half Year | Chapter V - Lessons 81-90 |
| An English Speaking World Article | Chapter V - Lessons 91-100 |
| The 22 Rules of Syntax | Chapter V - Lessons 111-120 |
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